OVERVIEW & CAPABILITIES
Why Choose SNA International?

Led by highly respected members of the scientific community, SNA International provides proven
scientific expertise and the ability to manage all elements of forensic science operations, biometric
programs and mass fatality response planning programs. Unlike other providers who supply only one
piece of the puzzle, we deliver the entire solution to our clients. This results in greater coordination,
more efficient and effective operations, and a lower overall cost.
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In support of our primary services, we provide staffing support and all associated project
management, strategic planning, gap analysis, and associated business services, along
with research and information technology support. We are the single solution to a wide
range of client needs.

Background

SNA International provides superior forensic consulting services to the government and commercial
sectors. Founded in 2002, we have steadily expanded the scope of our services but while our business
lines have grown and our client base has become more diverse, our commitment to superior scientific
analysis has never wavered.
We are a company founded and guided by scientists and we are committed to the scientific principles
that guide our disciplines. Our leadership team is comprised of individuals who possess more than
a century of combined experience within the forensic sciences and mass fatality response fields.
We publish in peer-reviewed journals (e.g., Science), are active in our respective fields, and serve on
relevant scientific committees. This ensures that the services provided to our clients represent the
most up-to-date methodologies and techniques available.
In addition, we use Project Management Institute (PMI) advocated processes and procedures in all
our projects to increase efficiency, eliminate unnecessary costs and provide best-value.

Experience/Past Performance
Our performance is highly regarded.
Since 2002, we have amassed a wide range of clients.

US Department of
State (Iraq)

US Department of
Justice (US)

Physicians for Human
Rights (Libya)

Enhanced Iraqi university
scientists’ technical
capacity to identify
human remains from
mass fatalities by 243%.

Provided advisory
services resulting in
recommendations for
enhanced biometric
deconfliction and data
management.

Delivered realistic
assessment of the
requirements to provide
identification of remains
from both Gaddafi’s reign
and the recent revolution.

US Defense POW/
MIA Accounting
Agency / Armed
Forces Medical
Examiner System

US Department of
Homeland Security

US Army
Past Conflict
Repatriations
Branch

Provide forensic scientists
in support of the world’s
most complicated human
identification effort: the
recovery and identification
of US Service Members
from current and past
conflicts.

Implement DNA as a
lights-out biometric to
reduce fraud and illegal
immigration, detect US
adversaries before they
enter our country and
reunite families following
disasters.

Developed detailed
processes, procedures
and case tracking tools,
exceeding client case
processing requirements
by 21%.
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